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Abstract

If you tell a participant they scored poorly on a test, regardless if they did or not, they will

perform worse the second time they take the same test. The studies hypothesis was supported in this

study. The experimental group did score lower on the second test. Though there is more variety in the

scores of the second test than expected. Either they did significantly worse or they only did a little worse.

The implications of the results are; someone told they did poorly will continue to do so. It becomes a

negative reinforcer for doing poorly. This could be connected to the way negative self talk affects a person

even if they mean it as a joke. Also how it can work for you in a positive way.

Literature Review

The study tested the effect of observational learning on how a participant rates pain and if the

effects can be seen by a placebo. They tested this with three groups; control, demonstrator, and

co-participant. The demonstrator and co-participant groups observed a model who was shocked and

before each shock they were shown one of two colors, blue and orange. The model rated the pain out loud

and the participants were instructed to write down the color and the models rated pain. The demonstrator

group was told that the model was a coworker of the researchers and the co-participant group was told

that the model was another participant. The control group didn’t go through an observational phase. All

groups were then given the same shock and then asked to rate their pain.

This study informed the hypothesis of this one because it tested the effect of outside information

affecting how one perceives something later on.  Through that study the hypothesis of this one was

formed; if I tell a participant they scored poorly on a test, regardless if they did or not, they will perform

worse the second time they take the same test.

Another study tested to see if a placebo could be seen in plasma proteins. They exposed an

experimental group to a nauseating stimulus to which they monitored the plasma proteins. They compared

it to the control group who were not exposed to the nauseating stimulus. The groups were chosen at

random. It helped to inform the definition of a placebo for this test. It also helped to inform the way a



placebo affects a person's body. It gave a great example on how to set up an experiment testing a placebo

effect.

Methodology

This study has participants, in both control and experimental groups, dribble a soccer ball through

cones with their right foot. There would be 5 possible points. The control group would then be told the

score they earned with no change. While the experimental group was told a score much lower than the

one they actually scored. After both groups were told their scores they would repeat the same test,

dribbling a ball through cones with their right foot. Both groups would then be told the scores of the

second test.

The groups are kept apart for both tests and the time in between tests. They were not allowed to

go through the cones again between the first and second tests. After both tests the groups came together

and they were explained the experiment and the experimental group was told their original unchanged

scores.

Results

If you tell a participant they scored poorly on a test, regardless if they did or not, they will

perform worse the second time they take the same test. This hypothesis was supported in this study. The

results of the experimental group held more variety than expected.

The control group got better results or stayed the same. They had an average of 3.5/5 points for

the first test. They got up to ⅘ on the second test. They experimental group had an average of ⅘ on the first

test which lowered to 2.5/5 on the second test.

Discussion

Variety in the results for the experimental group could be because there were some challenges in

getting the experimental group to do the test again after they were told they did poorly. Some of the

participants appeared to have lost interest and instead chose to mess around with each other and not try

very hard. Others were discouraged and that led them to think that the tests were not worth the effort.



This also could have affected the scores of the control group as the experimental group was

goofing off they might have become distracted. It was harder to keep the groups apart after the first test

because of this. Someone from the experimental group would find a way to get to the control group. This

could be due to their goofing around but they were also getting competitive with each other. They wanted

to know which group scored higher.

To do this experiment again it would be beneficial to have the two groups be more separated

during the tests. Another thing to add at a different time would be another experimental group but to have

a positive score told instead of a negative one.
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Data 

Control Test One Test Two

1 4/5 5/5

2 3/5 4/5

3 3/5 3/5

4 4/5 4/5



Experimental Test One Told Score Test Two

1 3/5 2/5 3/5

2 5/5 2/5 4/5

3 4/5 2/5 1/5

4 4/5 2/5 2/5


